
       

The 40” x 48” FM Structo-Cell Heavy-Duty Pallet is

approved by Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FM) as

meeting fire rating requirements equivalent to wood pallets.

Specifically, this FM-approved Structo-Cell meets Factory

Mutual’s standards for commodity classifications of idle 

plastic pallets and NFPA 13/2000 Requirements.

The Structo-Cell is considered to be the industry standard,

with its uncommon strength and durability. Molded as a 

one-piece, double-face pallet, the Structo-Cell provides

four-way forklift and two-way pallet jack entry for easy

operation. Its double-face design makes this pallet well 

suited to conveyors and other automated equipment 

applications. It also is acceptable for use in USDA-inspected

meat and poultry operations.The Structo-Cell is designed

and manufactured to stand up to continuous heavy use

without splintering or deterioration from exposure to

chemicals or weather.

www.orbiscorporation.com

40 x 48 FM-Approved Heavy Duty Structo-Cell® Pallet

Thick outer wall and diagonal
ribbing provides exceptional
impact resistance

Enhanced stringer design
for better performance on
conveyors.The stringer’s
gradual angle allows for
easier pallet jack entry.

Hygienic design for ease of
cleaning. No sharp corners.

WeÕll Handle It.

Industry Applications:

ä Pharmaceuticals

ä Food products

ä Aerospace

ä Appliances

ä Building products

ä Electronics

ä Paper and publishing

ä Warehousing

ä Work-in-process

Plastic reusable packaging improves the flow of product all along the supply chain, to

reduce total costs. ORBIS uses proven expertise, industry-leading knowledge and superior

products to create reusable packaging systems that help world-class companies move their

products faster, better, safer and more cost effectively. Call ORBIS today to learn more.

“Subject to the conditions of Approval
as a plastic pallet as equivalent to wood 

pallets as described in the current 
edition of the FM Approval Guide.”
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ä Consistent weight for accurate
transportation costs

ä Environmentally friendly and 100% recyclable

ä Smooth, all plastic construction protects
product (no nails, rust or splinters)

ä Reduces packaging waste by
eliminating wood pallet disposal

ä Improves workplace safety with
smooth design and stable stackability

ä Rapid economic payback

ä Flow-thru cleanable design

Design:
High-density polyethylene, structurally molded  

Heavy-duty, non-reversible double deck

Four-way forklift and two-way pallet jack entry

Options:
Molded-in logo
Anti-skid disks 
1/2” lip  
Approved in 7 different colors

40 x 48 FM-Approved HD Structo-Cell® Pallet

Hand-Held Containers Bulk Containers Pallets Custom Interior Dunnage Wor ld-Class Ser vices 

40 x 48 FM HDSC 40.0 48.0 5.1 45.0 4 way 2 way 30,000 4,000 560 600

Model L W H
Weight

(lb.)
Fork Truck

Entry
Hand Truck

Entry
Load Capacity (lb.)
Static Dynamic

Truckload Quantity
48’ Trailer 53’ Trailer

Dimensions
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